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players will gain levels through adventures, and these adventures can be
made up of any number of objectives. most commonly, an adventure will

consist of either capturing a flag, doing a task, or killing a certain number of
creatures. in addition, adventures can be made up of multiple objectives. for

example, an adventure that requires capturing 10 flags can also have a
requirement of rescuing 5 guards. when a player finishes an adventure, it is

recorded on the adventure log, and the players are awarded experience
points. these points can then be used to level up. as explained above, an

adventure may consist of multiple objectives, and when a player completes an
adventure, he or she may wish to focus on one objective, or spread their

points out evenly between several objectives. the adventure log keeps track of
all of this information for each player, and provides the user with a summary

of their adventures. this game was programmed by a small team of employees
of turbine, the company behind the lord of the rings online. it is also the first
title developed by the company and it was released in 2007. the lord of the

rings online is a popular mmorpg released in 2007 and since then it has been
updated regularly with new content. the lord of the rings online is a popular

mmorpg developed by turbine and released in 2007. it is the first game
developed by turbine and it was released in 2007. the game was very well

received and it is still played by many fans of the novels and movies. the game
allows players to visit locations from the middle earth and take part in a vast

number of mini-games.
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